
Release 27   
 
Start Date: 20 June 2023.    
Release End Date: 10 July 2023  
 
The following are the New features and enhancements as well as defects we resolved in 
Release 27  
 

Ticket  Description about ticket  Type of Change  

#2764  Error while copying the file to S3 bucket Defect 

#2936  Set the status as “Rejected” for the auto rejected 
submissions in the platform 

Enhancement  

#3207   Creating UI Layout Default View to show the Left 
side and right side in the new QA tool 

Feature   

#3233  Resolution issue while checking in different 
systems.  

Defect 

#3307  To Show the filenames and submission id in the 
extreme left top of the updated QA tool 

Enhancement 

#3368  QA tool. Left side back to pdf background colour 
missing.  

UI Bug  

#3397  Make white colour instead of black when any pop-
up occurs  

Bug  

#3174  Platform : Misalignment of 'From Date' and 'To 
Date'.  

Bug  

#3017   UI: Wait cursor when login is occurring for Login 
page in MEA platform  

Enhancement  

#2948  Finnish language attachments are blurred in the QA 
tool when client using it.  

Enhancement  

#2575  Address PEN testing findings.  Enhancements  

#3007  Developing the QA Tool for user interface.  Feature  

#2543  To show the user when user login to mea platform, 
able to see the assigned group.  

Enhancement  

#2894  To show if the daylight-saving is set to true, this 
indicates we need to consider the daylight-saving 
time difference. So, in a non-daylight mode, the 
difference.  

UI Bug  

#2895   Submissions (DF01-FIN): Finnish language 
attachments are blurred in the QA tool.  

UI Bug  

#3025  Sign UP: User missed to enter verification code so 
that user email is labelled as Unconfirmed.  

Bug  

#3383  Rejection Reason coming false in extract Document 
lambda function  

Bug  

#2613  To introduce custom rule for Splitting First_name 
and last_name from the Broker_contact.  

Feature 

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2764
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2936
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3207
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3233
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3307
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3368
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3397
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3174
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3017
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2948
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2575
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3007
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2543
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2894
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2895
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3025
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3383
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2613


#2872   To Finetuning Existing Model AI Label to identify AI 
features/defects.  

DevOps 

#2881  Ai training data on Ingestion pipeline  DevOps 

#3074  Address the issue of Annotation Report Generating 
Incorrectly -: (Error: File name too long).  

Bug  

#3222  Development of an API for OCR Extraction from 
Specified Image Bounding Box.  

Feature 

#3077  To Develop Accuracy Report with different Business 
lines.  

Feature 

#3231  Implementing Annotation Data Distribution 
Process.  

DevOps 

#2678  Automate the process to copy client specific AI 
Model files to a set of client owned buckets across 
regions.  

DevOps 

 

Release 28 & 29 Notes 

TICKET ID  ISSUE TITLE  CHANGE  

#2726  EFS Integration for faster loading time of model weights  Enhancement 

#2752  AI : Error in the log files in meaAiEngine function   Bug 

#2954  
UI: Not able to see submissions in Triage when search 
based on LOBCODE.   Bug  

#2962  AI Model training and testing   DevOps 

#3132  
Achieving SOC Type 2 Compliance: Ensuring Security and 
Trust in the Digital Age  DevOps  

#3153  
Fetch the Merged file. XLSX file attachment name and 
extracted file from S3  Feature 

#3154  
Populate the File list dropdown with the _merged and xlsx 
filenames   Feature 

#3176  QA tool Users must be able to delete bounding boxes  Feature 

#3229  
API: Test automation execution failed when submission is 
auto rejected by system  DevOps 

#3230  Training Model  DevOps 

#3301  Xlsx file UI should be fixed  Enhancement 

#3309  
Generate Images for the Merged pdf to be displayed in the 
tool  Enhancement 

#3347  
Unable to process file with quotes in the file name during 
single file submission like pdf, xls, doc, etc.  Bug 

#3369  mea Platform: Pdf Image Zoom In & Zoom Out  Feature 

#3372  Extraction issue for date and multiline extraction   Defect  

#3374  
QA Tool, When the user clicks on close button (X) check if 
any unsaved data is present and prompt  Feature  

#3381  
QA Tool: Highlight the text for which co-ordinates are 
already present in the extracted file  Feature 

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2872
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2881
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3074
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3222
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3077
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3231
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2678
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2954
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2954
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3309
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3309
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3372


#3390  
UI Automation: Mark complete- run validation and Date 
format failed scenario part 1  DevOps 

#3398  
QA tool - we cannot see the drop down when the bounding 
box drawn towards the end of the document  Bug 

#3399  
QA Too Hide entity names for which no output values are 
present   Enhancement 

#3402  
QA Tool: Bounding box should remain on the page after 
associating a value to the Entity name  

Enhancement 
 

#3405  
QA Tool: Populate co-ordinates, page numbers for multiple 
values in Output columns  Feature 

#3407  
Global Ops - Xtract Tool: By default disable tick icon in 
bounding box popup  Feature 

#3408  Change in object of coordinates in right side of qa tool   
Enhancement 
 

#3410  
QA Tool - Make the Output values to be editable in 
Summary mode  Feature 

#3416  
Resetting Annotation Data & Creating Backup for Training 
Data   DevOps 

#3427  
Change the UI when disabled tick icon and need to show 
tooltip  Enhancement 

#3442  
Error in meaAIEngine Affecting Submission processing 
status Display  Bug  

#3445   

QA Tool - adding values in Output-X column after removing 
, it is not updating corresponding Page Number-X and 
Coordinates-X columns  Bug 

#3461  Enhance the Platform to call the new Model for AI flow   Feature  

#3466  Enhance inhouse OCR models for better accuracy Enhancement 

#3467  
UI Automation : HANDLING FAILURE CASE FLOW WHILE 
UPLOADING SUBMISSION Part-2  DevOps 

#3470  QA Tool - Changes for edit functionality in summary mode  Bug 

#3471  
QA Tool - Expand/Collapse code conflict with 
hideEntityNames which has no Output Values  Bug 

#3475  Rule for States abbreviation to full State name  Feature 

#3477  
Issue in showing selected text of bounding box in Entity 
Name and value mapping popup  Bug 

#3481   Enhancement of Tooltip for Icons in QA Tool Enhancement 

#3484  
Ai Feature Enhancement: Standard Date Format 
Conversion  Enhancement 

#3493  
QA Tool - Right side view should not change on file change 
on left side  Bug  

#3496   Timing issue after drawing bounding box  Bug  

#3499  
QATool: Hide entity names for which no output values are 
present   Feature  

#3502  
QA tool: Closing the extraction tool should also save the 
contents   Enhancement 

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3408
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3445
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3445
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3445
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3475
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3484
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3484


#3512   
TypeError: Cannot read properties of null (reading 
'processingStatus')   Bug 

#3521  
New QA Tool : Page number, Cooridnates and Output X are 
updating to previous columns.  Bug  

#3542  
QA Tool - Zoom level does not reset after click on close 
button  Bug  

#3563  
Unrecognized character escape and null processingStatus 
error during document creation  Bug 

#3567  

meaPlatform[API]: Add a common function to add json and 
excel file to s3 and then update document table inside 
instance handler  Feature  

#3632  
Error: PDF Generation Timeout and Pending Upload Status 
in RDS  Bug  

#3641  Page number is showing wrong on QA tool  Bug  

#3663  
UI: Upload submission with single quotes in the file name 
for EML or MSG file, not getting merged file Bug  

#3667  UI: Unable to view submissions in Triage screen  Bug 

#3671  
UI: Report is not getting generated and showing error 
message as "Cannot read properties of null"  Bug  

  
  

Release 29  
List of feature, enhancements, and Defects 
  

S.no  TICKET ID  CHANGE TYPE  DESCRIPTION  

1  #2059  Enhancement  
Submission status not updating to "in-progress" 
after reprocessing  

2  #2184  Devops  Upgrading of security and DLP 2  

3  #2576  Devops  DB Backup  

4  #2923  AIDevOps 

MLOps Automation for Training Data Processing and 
Model Training  

5  #2992  Devops  
Enhancment for taking a backup of the database and 
storing it in an S3 bucket.  

6  #3015  Devops  Upgrading of Security and DLP Phase 3  

7  #3177  DevOps 

Streamlining Test Automation with Comprehensive 
Macrovalidation Documentation   

8  #3178  Feature 
Enhance platform to support individual documents 
uploaded in a submission (for Triage, Reporting) 

9  #3179  Enhancement  

Triage changes must include document_id and 
submissionidentifier details to update 
SubmissionsReport  

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3512
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3512
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/2576


11  #3185  Enhancement  

Enhance system to support processing multiple 
template using "Reprocess Template" for the same 
submission  

12  #3378  Documentation  Documenting the UI Automation Progress  

15  #3388  bug 
Submissions took more than 5 minutes to get to In-
progress status  

16  #3400  Bug Trocr OCR not capturing 2nd line data  

17  #3434  Bug  
UI: Unable to view submissions in Triage when 
logged in as a Mea-corporate user.   

18  #3441  DevOps 

UI Automation: UPLOADING SUBMISSION Failed 
scenario test automation in a single run  

19  #3444  Bug 

Clicking on a Output value in Summary Tab should 
show the exact pagenumer and text highlighed in 
the left side for a PDF input file  

20  #3446  AI-Feature  Model inference api using TFServing  

21  #3447  AI-Feature  Model inference api using TFServing  

25  #3498  Bug 

QATool - When extreme Zoom In is done the image 
is moving to Left side some portion of the image is 
getting hide  

26  #3501  Feature 
QA tool : Disallow users drawing bounding box 
around existing bounding box  

27  #3519  Feature  
QA Tool: Deleting a value in the summary tab should 
also delete bounding box and co-ordinates  

32  #3572  Feature 

QA Tool: Users must be able to delete bounding 
boxes (part 2)  

33  #3576  AI-Feature Enhance Accuracy of model generated data  

37  #3596  Feature 
QA Tool – Extract data from Excel sheet on left side 
to be populated on the right side  

    

39  #3600  Devops 
DevOps: Change the memory and timeout for 
pdfMerge  

40  #3601  Devops 
DevOps: Change the memory and timeout for 
mergeDocuments  

41  #3602  Devops 
DevOps: Change the memory and timeout for 
convertToPdf  

42  #3603  Devops 
DevOps: Change the memory and timeout for 
extractDocument  

44  #3606  Feature 

QA Tool - On Extreme zoom level either scroll or 
drag needs to be given  

45  #3607  Automation  

UI Automation: Mark complete- run validation and 
Date format failed scenario part 2 Execute in a Single 
Run  

46  #3610  Bug 
QA Tool - Bounding box data copy to right side not 
working for one scenario   

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3519
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3519


47  #3611  DevOps 

Set the pdfImage memory to 768 MB, timeout 60 
seconds  

48  #3612  Feature QA Tool: Make the columns as NOT-Editable 

49  #3614  Feature  
Ignore duplicate values returned by AI for the same 
entity name   

50  #3617  Bug 
QA Tool: Date and mail ID's are not properly 
extracted in bounding box.  

51  #3618  Feature 

QA tool : Provide delete icon button next to the edit 
button in the summary tab  

    
53  #3621  AI-Feature MLOps Automation: Phase 2: Model Training  

55  #3630  Bug 

QA Tool - Bounding box remains active even on close 
button click   

56  #3631  Bug  

GlobalOps - Xtract Tool - When bounding box is 
active summary output fields should not be 
clickable  

59  #3640  Feature 

QA Tool: Provide a swap button to swap output 
values (Summary Tab)  

60  #3644  AI -Feature Model training and testing  

61  #3645  Feature 

GlobalOps : Extraction Tool - Provide the 
"Show/Hide Entity Name" in the main tab  

62  #3653  Feature 

QA Tool : Provide output dropdown options when 
associating entity name  

64  #3660  Bug 

Error: Chunk Size Mismatch in Bytes Array 
Processing  

65  #3664  AI-Bug  
Model Extracted Data: Same field multiple times 
extracted   

67  #3666  AI_Bug Model data extraction defect  

69  #3681  Bug 

QA Tool - Highlight value to left side in some cases 
pdf pagination and sheet row number and highlight 
not working properly  

76  #3702  Enhancement 
Include additional attributes as part of header/body 
when sending the JSON file to the end points   

77  #3703  Support  Increase Task Timeout to 45 Seconds  

78  #3704  Feature 

QA : Summary tab items should not have hyper link 
if no coorindates present  

79  #3706  Support  
Error while Parsing Compound Binary File and 
Extracting Message Contents   

80  #3715  AI-Bug  Remove AI prefix env in get access token 

81  #3717  Feature  
QA tool: Add pdf icon or excel icon before the 
Output XX in summary tab   

83  #3721  Enhancement 

QA Tool - When EntityName has Only One Output 
Value Hide Swap Icon  

84  #3722  Bug 

QATool : Once the Extraction tool is closed and 
open, user must see the summary tab view by 
default   



85  #3730  Bug 

QA Tool - Disable Outside Click for Modal Popup to 
close  

87  #3733  AI-Feature Create code deployment pipeline for AI model.  

  
 

RELEASE 30  
Release Start Date: 3rd-AUGUST-2023  
Release End Date: 31ST AUGUST-2023  
  

Ticket 
ID  Issue Description  Change Type  

#4082  
QA Tool: Swap functionality working incorrectly in case of 
hide empty entity  Bug  

#4054  QA Tool: Extraction Tool Bounding box is not deleting  Bug  

#4051  
MEA Platform: Platform - provide a flag to display the old or 
the new QA tool  Feature  

   

#4022  
QA Tool: While creating Bounding box Output dropdown is 
not showing Output values enabled   Bug 

#3906  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: Mark complete run validation 
and date format Data Base validation part 3   Test Automation  

#3886  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: Failed scenarios for Date 
Format for Mark complete JSON  Test Automation  

#3872  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: Mark complete run validation 
and date format Validate    Test Automation  

#3743  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: Success flows for Mark 
complete JSON Part 1  Test Automation  

#3739  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: - Create new submission flow 
to be executed in a single run  Test Automation  

#3568  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: Mark complete- run 
validation and Date format failed scenario’s part 3   Test Automation  

#3565  

MEA Platform- UI Automation: Mark complete- run 
validation and Date format failed scenario part 1 execute in a 
single run  Test Automation  

#3460  
MEA Platform- UI Automation: Mark complete- run 
validation and Date format failed scenario part 2   Test Automation  

#3412  
MEA Platform- To date is misaligned for processor role when 
zoom percentage is 80%  Bug  

#3940  
QA Tool: Output 1 on edit and clearing its value closes the 
extract tool   Bug  

#3544  
QA tool: Case sensitivity needs to be ignored for entity name 
and output for creating right side summary view  Bug  

#3737  
Client: Mark Complete should send the JSON to the PAS end 
point-part2  Feature  



#3738  
AXIS: Mark complete implementation  Integration with AXIS 
End point  Feature  

#3741  
AI: Annotation Data: Resetting folders and Providing 
Annotated data for training  AI-Feature 

#3742  QA Tool: Conflict with Bounding box coordinates in all pages   Bug  

#3802  
QA Tool: Draw bounding box in blank area and associate 
entity name  Bug  

#3807  
MEA PLATFORM UI: 'Home | Build Info' and '2023 mea 
platform' should be fixed when zoom percentage changes.  Bug  

#3809  
QA - When click on Edit button need to check the Output 
values enable and disable scenarios  Bug  

#3896  
MEA platform: Add check for output column when uploading 
new template  Feature  

#3917  
AI: Selection of an Image Annotation Tool Supporting Multi-
Valued Entities   AI-Feature  

#3929  
AI: Accuracy Script: Created new accuracy Script as per new 
requirements  AI-Feature  

#3895  QA Tool - On Extreme zoom level pdf data is cut  Bug  

#3899  
AI: Integration of Entity Extraction and OCR for Word-Level 
Mapping  AI-Feature  

#3935  QA Tool: QA tool data loading takes 10-12 seconds  Bug  

#3973  QATool -Show zoom percentage when clicked on zoom icon  Feature  

#4021  
GlobalOps: Populate the Co-ordinates values returned by AI 
engine into the extracted file  Feature  

#4041  PART 2: - Format Currency validation on entity names  AI-Feature  

#4042  PART 3: - Max characters validation on entity names  Feature  

#4044  PART 5: - Check coverages entity value Feature  

#4133  AI: Extend the co-ordinates by 4 pixels  AI-Feature  

#4190  Platform: Update OCR extraction Enhancement  

  

Release 31  
  
Start Date: 18- August -2023  
End Date: 20st-Sept-23  
  

Ticket ID  Issue Description  Type  

#4495  Policy date field Issue  AI-Bug 

#4452  

API: Restrict api user to upload submission file size in 
MB greater than submission max file size in MB 
allowed  Bug  

#4434  
Platform: Update Full OCR call to handle and by pass 
errors  Enhancement  

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3741
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/3741
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4452
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4452
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4452


#4281  
Implementing AI specific parameter for date 
formatting   AI-Feature 

#4160  
After applying post processing rule for extracted entity 
Bounding box match is not being found  AI-Bug  

#4128  Create deployment pipeline for AI model.  AI-Feature 

#4089  Client : Support AzureAD as the SSO for mea platform   Feature  

#4081  
Client : Create deep links to the QA tool for the 
submission  Feature  

#4019  
Populate AI fields values based on location using 
geolocation APIs   AI-Feature  

#4013    

#3942  
Create a new lambda function on platform for taking a 
periodic DB backup.   DevOps 

#3919  
AI: Consolidate the AI specific parameters into one 
Parameter  AI-Feature 

#4504  
UI: Report is not getting generated and showing error 
message as "Cannot read properties of undefined"  Feature 

#4477  
UI: Initial 'Send QA Tool' Submission Data Doesn't 
Populate for New Submissions and Old QA tool  Bug  

#4476  
Single file submission with quote in it not able to mark 
complete.  Bug 

#4474  UI: In New QA Tool, Overwriting Output 1 Value Fails  Bug  

#4425  

UI- Old QA tool: Unable to navigate different pages in 
QA tool when coordinates and page number present in 
uploaded excel files   Bug  

#4424  New QA Tool : Hide Finish Processing button   Feature  

#4370  
UI:Spinning Wheel Appears on Zoom In/Out in 'New 
QA Tool' UI Platform  Bug  

#4367  
UI: Login Page Not Displayed on Refresh, Direct Login 
Without Credentials  Bug 

#4288  
UI Automation- QA Tool: Modify, Add and Delete data 
in Uploaded submission excel file in QA tool Part 2  Test Automation  

#4287  
UI Automation- QA Tool: Modify, Add and Delete data 
in Uploaded submission excel file in QA tool Part 3  TestAutomation  

#4286  Full ocr api batch pageNumber mismatch  AI-Bug 

#4285  
AI following wrong output sequence while pasting 
data to template   AI-Bug 

#4277  Platform: Update payload in Full OCR extraction api  AI-Feature 

#4258  Invalid json format for full ocr  AI-Bug 

#4231  
UI Automation- QA Tool: Modify, Add and Delete data 
in Uploaded submission excel file in QA tool Part 1  Test Automation  

#4423  
UI Automation: - Create a separate script to run test 
cases for envs  Test Automation  

#4221  
New QA Tool : Provide a Send QA data button and Text 
field (similar to Old QA Too)  Feature 

#4199  UI: Pagination issue when searching with filters in UI  Bug  

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4424
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4370
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4370
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4288
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4288
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4286


#4120  
Platform - New QA Tool : Bounding boxes are not 
appearing for fields having coorindates  Bug  

#4112  
New QA Tool : Unable to associate a bounding box to 
an entity name  Bug 

#4106  
New QA Tool : Unable to view the pdf and entity 
names  Bug 

#4075  
Client: Enhance CRM response to use specific board_id 
based on mailboxes  Feature  

#4052  QA Tool - Restrict zoom to 200% max  Feature  

#4049  Implement Full OCR for Search in QA tool - Part 1  AI-Feature 

#4033  
Implement additional macro rules for entity names - 
client requirement feature  

#3883  Self Service Template Creation - Design Flows  New UI  

#3719  
QA tool: Getting Failed to load for aitest_eml.pdf 2nd 
page  BUG  

#3703  Increase Task Timeout to 45 Seconds  DevOps 

#3518  

QA Tool: In case of "search by text" Highlight the text 
for which co-ordinates are already present in the 
extracted file  Feature 

#3474  Script: States abbreviation to full State name  AI-Feature  

#3173  
QA Tool - Users must be able to search for a text in the 
Left side of the merged file  Feature 

 

 

Release 32  
 
Release start Date  15th September 2023  

Release End Date  19th October 2023    

  

Ticket ID  Description  Change Type  

#5127  UI: Report is not getting generated and showing 
error message as " Worksheet name already exists"  

Bug  

#5113  Update Extraction and OCR Tools  AI-Feature 

#5062  
  

date module is failing to extract date from a string if 
2 dates are present   

AI -Feature 

#5061  QA Tool (old and new): Hide the Send QA Text field 
based on a configuration  

Feature  

#5047  Platform - New QA Tool: Change the Send QA Data 
Action button  

Enhancement  

#4997  Automatic Filtering of Unusable Images for 
Annotation through data conversion process  

AI -Bug 

#4994  New QA tool:Reduce bounding box thickness  Enhancement  

https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5127
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5127
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5113
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5062
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5062
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5061
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5061
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5047
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/5047
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4997
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4997
https://github.com/meaplatform/meaplatform/issues/4994


#4993  QA Tool- When we draw bounding box on zip code 
it is taking the values in date format.  

Enhancement  

#4952   QA tool- Delete icon not able to see for output 1 
and also able to delete output 1 value while output 
2 value is present.  

Bug  

#4947  Upload submission: After uploading submission 
select file is not resetting.   

Bug  

#4929  Archived submission in New QA tool showing finish 
icon  

Bug  

#4911  Setup a new CNA client instance preprod in Canada  Devops  

#4760  New QA Tool: Sometimes the Edit and Delete 
functions do not work properly.  

Bug 

#4760   New QA Tool: Sometimes the Edit and Delete 
functions do not work properly.  

Bug 

#4699  Not ble to search for the submission by pressing 
Enter key.   

Bug 

#4695  Issue while extracting broker_contact_firstname , 
broker_contact_lastename and state  

AI-Bug  

#4678  Annotation Data Reset and Training Data 
Preparation  

AI-Feature  

#4673  Verify address: need to allow users to enter alpha 
numberic chars  

Feature  

#4662  Ai defect feature : Swapping Broker contact name  AI-Bug 

#4658  Optimize MEA Platform Submission History View API 
and React Component(Multiple Request is calling)  

Enhancement  

#4657  QA tool:- Bounding box showing delete and X icon 
that is created from search result   

Bug  

#4653  Requirement: Rejection of Images not Containing 
Extraction Data or Only Picture is present  

AI-Feature 

#4645  UI: "Old QA tool"- Unable to delete output 1 value 
when output 2 and other outputs are present, 
Unable to add values to output 2 and other outputs 
when output 1 is empty  

Enhancement  

#4637  Provide a "Show Archived" checkbox to allow 
searching for submissions from the archived table   

Feature  

#4630  "New QA tool" Unable to input a value into 'Output 
2' when uploading a template with 15 output 
columns, even if 'Output 1' already has a value.  

Bug  

#4594  UI Automation: Restore Previous Settings After 
running UI Automation  

Test Automation  

#4593   QA Tool: Unable to enter values in Output column, 
showing error in console.   

Bug  

#4588  "New QA tool ": Restrict adding value in output 2 
and output 3 when Output 1 value in e-excel is 
blank   

Bug  
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#4522  create a logout route, to kill and clear session if 
logged in   

Feature  

#4512   New QA tool - row Index issue conflict when we 
have multiple output columns  

Bug  

#4495  Policy date field Issue  AI-Bug 

#4489  UI automation: Create submission through UI for 
running Phase 3.A   

Test Automation  

#4482  UI: "Send QA Data" icon remains visible in New QA 
Tool despite 'DISPLAY_SEND_QA_DATA' set to false 
in parameter "  

Bug 

#4457   ATool - Old searched bounding box is present on 
new searched word  

Bug  

#4454  UI automation: browser screen must fit to entire 
system screen  

Bug 

#4402  UI: Not able to delete bounding box in New QA tool 
in Platform  

Bug  

#4394   QA tool : Display page number, confidence score 
and co-ordinates present or not in the summary tab  

Feature  

#4275  Implement solution to fetch details for street 
address and zipcode - ticket #4019   

R&D  

#4126  QA tool : Display confidence scores in summary tab  Feature 

#4050  Standardising Date formatA  AI-Bug  

#3885  AI: Duplicate data is being populated by the AI with 
differing case sensitivities.  

AI-Enhancement  

#5114  Script for removing duplicate data for ai-field 
(Defect)   

AI-Feature 

#5042  Support sending QA data using Access token  Feature  

#4696  API: Error Handling: Display 'Invalid Template' 
Message for QA Feedback Sent with Different 
Templates  

Bug 

#4930  When show archived is enabled, in the search, we 
should only show submission ids from archived 
Documents 

Bug  

#4876  API: Unable to upload QA feedback file when 
"Default Template" is used   

Bug 

#4747  UI Automation: Remove manual instance selection 
from automation code  

Bug  

#4680  UI Automation: Fetch the records from specific 
query and generate an excel file.  

Test Automation  

#4674  Date standardisation enhancement   AI-Enhancement  

#4666  UI Automation: While running multiple scenario or 
automation in multiple browsers getting warning 
pop-up  

Test Automation  

#4565  Date Issue and Path for deployment pipeline   AI-Bug  
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#4547  New QA Tool: Detailed Excel-Not able to see all the 
Output columns when the showColumn value is set 
to 'All' in System Parameter  

Bug  

#4523  Regression scenario  Test Scenario  

#4487  UI automation: Create submission through API for 
running Phase 3.A   

Test Automation  

#4281  Implementing AI specific parameter for date 
formatting  

AI-Enhancement  

 

Release 33  
 
Start Date: 20-Oct-2023  
End Date: 8-Nov-2023  
  

Ticket ID  Description  Change type  

#5098  
Date Format Issue: 'Month-DD-YYYY' Not Extracting as 
'YYYY-MM-DD' in New QA Tool  Bug  

#5097  
UI: 'Enable Tour' Setting Doesn't Display Proper Positions 
for Submission Creations  Bug  

#4995  QATool: SOV and Loss Run Files  Feature  

#4986  
UI: For Old QA, Disabling of Vertical Button in the Top-Left 
Corner When 'Show Archived' is checked.  Bug  

#4965  
Upload submission: Not showing total number of single file 
attached for creating submission  Bug  

#4711  
UI: After selecting country code and click anywhere outside 
the drop-down then not able to close the drop-down  Feature 

#5162  
API Error Handling: Displaying 'Invalid Template' Message 
for QA Feedback Sent when Custom template used  Bug  

#5163  
client : Change "Federated Sign in" button label to "Single 
Sign-on (SSO)"  Change Request  

#5015  
 New QA Tool : Support Zooming of pages using mouse 
scroll  Feature  

#5116  
New QA Tool : Hide "Send QA Data" button if the 
submission is from "archived" state  Feature  

#5312  
JSON Download - Control the Columns that can be 
downloaded in JSON  Feature  

#5283  API Automation: Automating submission ID updates.  Test automation  

#5277  
UI: Tour should start from New Submission and also include 
'Next' button for navigation to next step.  Enhancement  

#5270  API Automation: Generate report   Test automation  

#5557  Automate find-similar API Service Restart with Supervisor  AI-Feature  

#5538  
Platform: Handle integer value for broker zip in max 
character macro rules  Bug  

#5480  New QA Tool: Individual file are not visible in the left side.  Bug  
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#5451  
Submission: Unable to read template when submission is 
created with default template   Bug  

#5447  
New QA Tool: Bounding box giving error in case of 
individual file[HOTFIX for REL - 33]  Bug 

#5399  
Old QA tool: Left side excel data showing first column data 
in all columns  Bug  

#5334  API: Send QA Feedback giving error Invalid template  Bug  

#5188  
Fetching instance details directly from instance Handler to 
platform  Feature 

#5186  
New submission: Upload button enabled when no file 
selected and user able to create submission.  Bug  

#5114  Script for removing duplicate data for ai-field (Defect)  AI-Bug 

 

Release 34  
 
Start Date: 06-Nov-2023  
End Date: 13-Nov-2023  
  

Tickets 
ID  Description  Change type  

#5657  
Remove the -missing sheets for Brit flows in the second 
transform action  Enhancement  

#5635  
Multiple confidence score columns shows NaN as the value in 
the downloaded JSON   Bug  

#5537  New QA Tool: doc/docx/ppt/pptx files not viewable  Bug  

#5453  
QA Tool: Draw bounding box without clicking on button 
everytime  Enhancement  

#4992  
UI Automation : Failed scenarios while executing submissions 
parallel  Test automation  

#4487  
UI automation: Create submission through API for running 
Phase 3.A - Test automation  

#5588  Testing AO model outputs  AI 

#5414  
UI: Tour remains active for Old QA Tour after closing the Old 
QA Tool  Bug  

#4398  
Mapping Input & Output Header Columns for SOV & Loss Run 
files  Feature  

#5384  API Automation: Generate html test report  Test automation  

#5351  
API automation: Automation is failing due to dynamic 
submissionID  Test automation  

 

 

 



 

 

Release 35 Notes  
 
Release Start Date: 14-Nov-23  
Release End Date: 28-Nov-23  
 

Ticket ID  Description  Change  

#5928  
Transform Enhancements to support address 
validations  Enhancement  

#5902  Accuracy Report   AI-Report  

#5873  underwriter enhancement for different clients like  AI 

#5866  
AI -Underwriter_technician_email_ID populated 
wrong value in output column.  AI-Bug  

#5839  
API automation: run test automation with Custom 
template  Test Automation  

#5840  
API automation: Download file which is used to 
create submission  Test Automation  

#5826  
Fix: Coordinates Generating is coming as "None" for 
some fields  AI-Bug  

#5824  

QA Tool: User able to draw bounding box, when 
bounding box draw in small area (Blank area). or 
bounding box stretched outside the show pdf region   Bug  

#5836  
Code cleanup - Remove warning and errors coming in 
terminal/console  Enhancement  

#5798  

underwriter_technician_email_ID and underwriter AI 
field values not getting populated in the extracted 
file  AI-Bug  

#5795  
QA Tool: Getting TypeError when Opening Excel from 
clicking Generic Button  Bug  

#5793  
Entity highlighting persists after switching sheets in 
PDF file for New QA Tool.  Bug  

#5753  
client - Convert output to client specific JSON schema 
when Downloading the JSON file from API - Part 3  Feature  

#5752  
client - Convert output to client specific JSON schema 
when downloading the JSON file from UI - Part 2  Feature  

#5751  
client - Convert output to client specific JSON schema 
when pushing the output to Client end point - Part 1  Feature  

#5740  
New QA Tool: Changes made in excel in new QA Tool 
getting reflected in extracted excel file  Bug  

#5739  
New QA tool: Handle submission id case sensitivity 
while saving  Bug  

#5708  
Support to send all columns present in the extracted 
file in the JSON output file  Enhancement  



#5707  
Support client responses to be sent to client end 
point even if run-validations disabled Enhancement  

#5670  
Implement Email Notification for Rapid Process 
Restarts in Supervisor  AI-Feature  

#5668  
Extracting UnderWriter details Using Regular 
expression from OCR Data-Part 2  AI-Enhancement  

#5667  
API automation: Display error message is not clear in 
HTML report  

Test 
automation/Enhancement  

#5666  
API automation: Include two API in API test 
automation  

Test 
automation/Enhancement  

#5642  
Underwriter Details extraction using Regular 
Expression from OCR extraction  AI-Feature  

#5603  

Change of broker_contact to 
broker_contact_first_name and 
broker_contact_last_name in templates & testing it 
on submissions  AI-Enhancement  

#5519  
Create Documentation for AI Model API Deployment 
and Monitoring  AI-Documentation  

#5510  QA tool: Unable to delete bounding box  Bug  

#5504  
UI Platform: Search Submission ID blank in Page 1, 
visible in Page 2.  Bug  

#5428  
New Submission: Upload button disabled while 
creating submission  Bug  

#5386  
UI Automation: Fixed failed scenarios for submission, 
and dataValidation spec files  Test Automation  

#5385  
UI: New QA tool- Bounding box disappears from PDF 
after clicking on entity name extracted from excel  Bug  

#5368  
QA Tool - Display dropdown values for entity output 
xx columns picking it from template  Feature  

#5273  Model upgrade for better accuracy  AI_Feature  

#5112  
UI Automation: Optimise login process for parallel 
test cases  Test Automation 

#4992  
UI Automation : Failed scenarios while executing 
submissions parallel   Test Automation  

 

 

Release 36 
Release start date: 27-Nov-2023  
Release end date : 27th Dec-2023  
 

Ticket ID  Issue Description  Type  

#6503  New QA tool: Unable to delete bounding box  Bug  



#6445  
New QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Disable Save & 
Transform initially in View Mapping   Bug 

#6438  
GlobalOps: Annoatation tool - Remove \n at the end 
of the value in JSON  Bug 

#6421  
NewQA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-7f - When 
mapping is done change status to QA Uploaded   Enhancement 

#6403  
New QA tool: When trying to scroll the Entity Names 
dropdown in B.box Mouse Scroll causing issue  Bug 

#6383  
NewQA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-7e - 
Remove icons  Enhancement 

#6358  Meaplatform : Don't Require SOV/Loss Run feature  Enhancement  

#6351  
New QA Tool: While deleting from summery tab, its 
removed the confidence score   Bug  

#6332  

Not able to download .eml file after clicking 
download icon when enabled, It is stuck with loading 
pop up  Bug  

#6313  
Extracted excel file columns should be dependent on 
jsonDownloadColumns column names   Feature  

#6312  SOV/Loss run -Sheet Number Not Updating   Bug  

#6296  
QA Tool : Not able delete bounding box when single 
output having two or more values  Bug  

#6281  
Populate the source file name and source page 
number for bounding boxes in the QA tool- Part 3  Feature  

#6280  

Populate the source file name and source page 
number for AI generated data in the extracted file 
output - Part 2 Feature  

#6276  
Generate the source file name and corresponding 
page number - Part 1  Feature  

#6275  

QA Tool: SOV/Loss Run-Cancel button in extraction 
tool's View Mapping modal not functional on first 
attempt  Bug  

#6273  
QA Tool SOV/Loss Run - Highlighted color should get 
removed when uncheck the Output header column.  Bug  

#6267  
QA Tool: SOV/Loss Run- NULL value not updating in 
JSON file when user did Remove Mapping  Enhancement  

#6250  New QA: Tool-User not able delete bounding.  Bug  

#6245  
QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/LossRun column mapping is 
reset if Next button is clicked again.  Bug  

#6240  

QA Too : SOV/Loss run- Unable to Click Cancel Button 
After Uploading .eml or .msg file and Clicking 'View 
Mapping'  Bug  

#6231  

QA tool: SOV/Loss run - Input & Output files not 
getting updated after map/unmap the header 
columns  Bug  



#6227  

QA Too: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6L - All the 
data should be the same when transform for Input & 
Output files  Enhancement 

#6216  

QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6k - Highlight 
the color of Input Header Column when output cell 
value is clicked and also checked  Enhancement  

#6205  
API: Get status of all documents for a submission API 
getting 200 response for wrong submissionID  Bug  

#6201  
New QA Tool: Missing UI consistency for the action 
icons  Bug  

#6200  
New QA too: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6i - View 
Mapping - Pagination for Mapped & Unmapped lists  Feature 

#6197  
API Automation: Incorrect Submission ID Format and 
Spelling in Report   Bug  

#6171  
QA Tool -Not able to see the vertical scroll bar in the 
extraction tool for SOV/Loss submission  Bug  

#6170  
QA Tool : Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - View Mapping 
data not updating properly  Bug  

#6159  

QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6h - View 
Mapping - Search functionality for Mapped & 
Unmapped tabs  Feature 

#6158  
QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6g - Store all 
the Sheets Data in the JSON  Feature 

#6140  Underwriter Extraction Enhancement  AI-Enhancement  

#6115  

QA Too: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6e - Hide Entity 
Name & Confidence Score values in Output Header 
Col Dropdown  Enhancement 

#6087  
New QA Tool: When we typed a word into the search 
bar, need to see the Next or Previous buttons   Bug  

#6069   QA tool: Mutli line annotation  Feature 

#6056  
QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6d - Highlight 
the color of the Input Header Column Nam  Feature 

#6055  
QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6c - Checkbox 
for Output file Header Column Names  Feature 

#6046  
QA Tool: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6b - Selected 
Input Header Column Names on top of the excel  Feature 

#6027  
QA Tools: Phase2 - SOV/Loss Run - Part-6a - Remove 
Serial Numbers for Excel views  Feature 

#6021  
QA TOol: SOV/Loss Run - View Mapping - Remove 
Mapping not working  Enhancment 

#5961  
QA Tool: Phase2 - Part-3i - Show the Existing stored 
data coming from JSON   Feature 

#5949  
New QA TOol: Phase 2 - SOV & Loss Run - View 
Mapping - Getting extra scroll  Bug  

#5948  
QA Tool: Phase2 - Part-3h - Store inputs from user 
under the s3 bucket in a JSON File   Feature 



#5931  
Old QA Tool: Missing Close Button Icon in Popup after 
Editing Old QA Tool  Bug  

#5912  
Firefox Browser: Not able to check in the retain 
checkbox inside output dropdown  Bug  

#5911  
New QA tool : While editing from the summary tab, 
not able to put space after the text   Bug  

#5909  
New QA Tool: Not able to delete text in the summary 
tab.  Bug  

#5908  
New QA tool: Unable to Disable Bounding Box After 
Extension Beyond PDF Boundary in Extraction Tool.  Bug  

#5907  

New QA TOol: Phase2 - Part-3g - SOV/Loss Run - View 
Mapping - Unmapped tab - Edit & Delete 
functionality  

Feature/QA 
Extractiontool  

#5841  
API automation: Validate associated default template 
and wrong LOBCode, CCode  Test Automation  

#5840  
API automation: Download file which is used to 
create submission   Test Automation  

#5839  
API automation: run test automation with Custome 
template  Test Automation  

#5832  
Confidence score showing incorrect format if multiple 
Confidence score present  Bug  

#5802  

QA tool: After drawing the bounding box on the 
empty space, it is necessary to continue drawing the 
bounding boxes.  Bug  

#5799  
New QA tool: Bounding box border color changes 
after switching files.  Bug  

#5759  
QA Tool: Phase 2 - Part-5a - Multi-select dropdown 
for Output Header Column Dropdown  Feature 

#5666  
API automation: Include two API in API test 
automation   Test Automation  

#5602  

API Automation: Ensure uploaded xlsx input file data 
should be matched with json file data(use get single 
document API)   Test Automation  

#5582  
API: Get list of Document Names for a submission API 
getting 200 response for wrong submissionID   Bug  

#5515  
QA Tool: Phase2 - Part-4c - View Mapping - 
Unmapped Tab - Save & Transform   Feature 

 


